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and water-fowl, they are often borne inland; and if the bird to
whose crop they have been consigned is killed, they may be left to
grow up far from the sea. Let such an accident happen but once in
a century, or a thousand years, it will be sufficient to spread many
of the plants from one continent to another; for in estimating the
activity of these causes, we must not consider whether they act
slowly in relation to the period of our observation, but in reference
to the duration of species in general.

Let us trace the operation of this cause in connection with others.
A tempestuous wind bears the seeds of a plant many miles through
the air, and then delivers them to the ocean; the oceanic current
drifts them to a distant continent; by the fall of the tide they
become the food of numerous birds, and one of these is seized by a
hawk or eagle, which, soaring across hill and dale to a place of
retreat, leaves, after devouring its prey, the unpalatable seeds to

spring up and flourish in a new soil.
The machinery before adverted to, is so capable of disseminating

seeds over almost unbounded spaces, that were we more intimately
acquainted with the economy of nature, we might probably explain
all the instances which occur of the aberration of plants to great
distances from their native countries. The real difficulty which
must present itself to every one who contemplates the present
geographical distribution of species, is the small number of exceptions
to the rule of the non-intermixture of different groups of plants.

Why have they not, supposing them to have been ever so distinct

originally, become more blended and confounded together in the

lapse of ages?
Agency qf man in the dispersion of plants.-But in addition to

all the agents already enumerated as instrumental in diffusing plants
over the globe, we have still to consider man-one of the most

important of all. I-Ic transports with him, into every region, the

vegetables which he cultivates for his wants, and is the involuntary
means of spreading a still greater number which are useless to him,

or even noxious. ' When the introduction of cultivated plants,"

says Dc Candolle, "is of recent date, there is no difficulty in tracing
their origin; but when it is of high antiquity, we are often ignorant
of the true country of the plants on which we feed. No one contests

the American origin of the maize or the potato ; nor the origin, in

the Old World, of the coffee-tree, and of wheat. But there are

certain objects of culture, of very ancient date, between the tropics,

such for example as the banana, of which the origin cannot be

verified. Armies, in modern times, have been known to carry, in all

directions, grain and cultivated vegetables from one extremity of

Europe to the other; and thus have shown us how, in more ancient

times, the conquests of Alexander, the distant expeditions of the

Romans, and afterwards the crusades, may have transported many

plants from one part of the world to the other.*

De Candolle, Essai Ekmcn, &c., p. 50.
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